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If you want te engineer 
a better world... 
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a great place to start is with 
one of the most diversified companies 
° 

in the world. Westinghouse thinks its responsibili- tems approach to provide better 
ties are as big as its capabilities— medical care for more people. Ex- 

and that’s big. ample: electronic equipment that 
And when you're in everything from lets nurses monitor the hearts of 

computers to urban development, to eight patients simultaneously. 
medical science, to mass transit, to Nuclear Power: Westinghouse 
oceanography —there’s action. For leads the way in nuclear power gen- 
example... eration. Seven nuclear plants in op- 

Transportation: Our computerized eration, 34 in various stages of de- 
transit systems can operate on a 90- sign. We’re working on a breeder 
second schedule, and meet the reactor to keep us ahead. 
transportation needs of many cities. That’s a sampling. We’re just get- 

Urban Development: Our new con- ting started. If you’d like to help us 
struction concepts will provide bet- engineer a better world, talk with our 
ter communities across the country. campus recruiter. Or write Luke 
Projects are planned or underway in Noggle, Westinghouse Education 
30 major cities. Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221, An 

Health Care: We are using a sys- equal opportunity employer. 

og on9 ; 

You can be sure...if it's Westinghouse 3)
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4 < A De PEEL Merel rite MAUL) He also is backed by a staff of 
| En. Mas of his job as selling. highly skilled engineers and a full 
4 He pa¥s attention to the little things scale research center. He can call on 

1 rurle e a big difference. them any time he needs technical 

U First, has sincerely interested in Hel ahd ee of particular. 
> providirg you with up-to-the-minute e Vee 

\ informa ion... about new products, All this adds up to one thing. 

new ways to do things better or save The Dickey Company and Dickey 
Ey money, or new changes in federal products are different. And the 

legislation affecting loans or grants service-minded salesman is 

for sanitary sewers. just one of the reasons. 

eee pak KEY -And follow-up is a must. He’s just 
Vine as interested in you and your s- SW. S. Dickey Clay Mfg. Co.: 

we Q requirements after he makes a sale Birmingham, Alabama; Kansas City, 

= J as he is beforehand. He keeps close Missouri; Lehigh, lowa; Meridian, 
S cremreemett watch on deliveries to make certain Mississippi; St. Louis, Missouri; 
<> you have the pipe and fittings you San Antonio, Texas; Texarkana, 

CLAY MFG.CO. need, when and where you need them. Texas-Arkansas. : 
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Working for us is no bed of roses! 

It’s a tough, demanding job from the very _make it grow; the satisfaction of real achievements 

beginning. Practically the very day you join personally achieved; and the knowledge you're 

Western Electric we start giving you real responsi- contributing something tangible to the world’s larg- 

bilities. You'll have your own decisions to make. est and most advanced communications network. 

Your own problems to solve. Oh yes. One parting thought. If you're temp- 

In return we offer the chance to dothinking — ted by what does look like a bed of roses, remember: 

that may make r head spin — but will ai roses have thorns. i yt may make your he pin—b certainly orns, Western Electric 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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“we ae We are drifting lo ward a catastrophe bey ond comparison. We 
ee Be shall require a substantially new manner of thinking tf mankind ts 
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2 oe : we're assigned a project, we look at the 
_ ~~ = — ese overall problem first. Everyone 

_ "= ~~ contributes his ideas. Then each of us 
_ |— \ takes over his own part of the project 
 . . _-__  andis responsible for designing 

4 = ~—_—sircuitry that’s compatible with the 
ft | ~*~ Sssystem.” 

_ | S| 2 4 ~ , | Computer-aided design 

| 4 a 6 Doug regards the computer as his 
Ea 4 __ most valuable tool. “It does all of the 

Doug Taylor ee | routine calculations that could other- 
got his B.S. degree . ~~—C __ Wise take hours. I can test a design 

in Electronics Engineering _  _—.____ . idea by putting all of the factors into a 
in 1967. ,  =~=—S—S—sSsSsSS sf computer. And get an answer almost 

Doug is already a senior associate instantly. Sol can devote most of my 
engineer in Advanced Technology at energies to creative thinking. It's an 

IBM. His job: designing large-scale ideal setup. 
integrated circuits that will go into Visit your placement office 
computers five to ten years from now. Doug's is just one example of the 

The challenge of LSI many opportunities in engineering and 
“Most of today’s computers,” Doug science at IBM. For more information, 

points out, “use hybrid integrated visit your placement office. 
Circuits. But large-scale integration 
(LSI) circuit technology iseven more | 4 Equal Opportunity Employer 
complicated. I have to design a great 
many more components and connec- 
tions onto a tiny monolithic chip. 

“T’'m one of a five-man team. When 
© 

“T'm helping to advance LSI technology.” @ 
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Editorial 

The Uni it d 

Educati | Ref 

In its efforts to “shut it down,” the Teaching continue grumbling about a society and system 

Assistant’s Association strike attempted, somewhat that live by contradiction. The king stands naked. 
successfully, to stop the educational and research The TAA strike has shown once again that the 

functions of the University — at least as far asthe University is guilty of indecent exposure. Anti- 

classroom and laboratory are concerned. Union? No, retorts the University, as long as it isn’t 
Noteworthy and unworthy philosophers have our workers. Student participation? Sure, just not 

said that real education begins outside the class- our students. Community voice? Certainly, but not 

room. In the words of Woody Guthrie, ‘Don’t let _ here. 

your schoolin’ get in the way of your education.” The University has continually characterized 
Most often the schools, primary, secondary, and _ itself, most recently during the TAA strike, as a 
the University, have kept their students from regressive rather than progressive institution, as it 

obtaining real knowledge about the real world. claims itself to be. Like Nixon and the War, like 
Reality is not taught in the classroom. Business and Pollution, like Thurmond and Integra- 

One of the first things learned outside the tion, like Industry and Sexism, like Hoffman and 

classroom is the true nature of the University. The Seale, the University stands adamantly opposed to 
Moratorium and other related activities have evi- change. 
denced and documented the University’s unyield- This the TAA strike has once again shown: To 

ing complicity with the war machine. Profit Votive the University, the winds of change are but mere 
707 details the University’s ties with and partial whispers to be gagged. But to those whose lungs 
control by the state’s big business and big money. are exploding, it’s a hurricane, the eye of which is 
The recent “‘anti-student’’ laws passed by both the the mind. Mouths, not minds, are gagged. 

state and federal legislatures clearly outline the 
limitations of so-called free speech, free assembly, Jerry Gottsacker 
and “‘pillar-of-democracy” dissent. One need not [ee] 
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Letters to the Editor... 
Dear Sirs: Dear Sirs: 

You insulted us in your No- An example of historical in- 
vember issue with Mr. Gordon’s competence is brilliantly depic- 
inane diatribe. For this you were ted in Vladimir Roshonoxo- 
forgiven. After all, you were  chov’s annals of vernal equinox. 
making a bona fide attempt to In it, he declares, “If it was a 
introduce student and other week ago yesterday, it was a 
avant garde literature to the engi- month ago today.” 
neering faction of our student An example of Franconian ‘ body. That it was bad art, if art riff-raff is Louis Schmolowicz’s Peat Sirs: . is what you call it, was on my _ poetic cup-up, “one in ten grin The Louis Schmolowicz Rest 
part forgiven. Even baseball play- tit rye.” Home wishes to make an unpre- 
ers get three strikes. However, to An example of boring inani- cendented step among campus 

insult us again with highfalutin ties is Mr. Gordon’s latest num- Organizations in general, and 
bruhaha from = this very same ber, “Binomial Nomenclature in literary clubs specifically. We will 

third rate writer (2), to bore us the Year of the Catfish.’ As a @nalyze, in a Freudian vein, the 
with his mundane idiocy, to de- lover of fish, I decry the slander. works of Mr. Gordon, author of 
gradate your magazine not once, Ag a lover of trees, I deplore the a Story in One. of your most 
but twice with that folderol is waste of paper. As a lover of ‘ecent publications. But first, 
uncalled for, and should be literature, | bemoan the death of some: background concerning Mr. 
ceased. Posthaste. Send him a talent. Put that in your mucous Gordon. . ; 
toothpick and tell him to pick membrane and snort it, Mr. Gor- He’s a weirdo. He’s got real his nose. doa, long hair and almost never 

Sincerely, Sincerely, washes it. He is always dirty. His 
Yehudir Mehunir & Henry Gordon Henrico Gordon, pHD clothes are as unkempt as his 

hair, only not as greasy. His 
+ armpits are unsprayed. His shoes 

Dear Sirs: . . have holes. When ladies pass him Dr. Mclius Mekas in an article in the shopping centers, they 
in last month’s JAMA magazine, almost invariably say “yeech.” 
the official publication of the When babies see him, they start 
American Medical Association, to cry. Phones start ringing: dogs 
declared, ““Magnanimous and in- start barking; rice sticks to the 
exorable though this fact may bottom of the pan. So, all in all 
be, nevertheless, its inherent ir- he is acutely anal Feten LINE. , 
relevance must not be underes- Dear Sirs: “‘Binomial Nomencla- 
timated.” He was referring, of As a layman, I must confess ture...” shows Mr. Gordon’s 
course, to the unwarranted, un- that I am incapable of remaining latent, or should I say blatant 
pleasant, unanimous, and unso- abreast with current literary schizophrenis. If he were a tor. 
phisticated rumors presently vogues, however, I do read as mally functioning human being 
being circulated concerning pre- many magazines as is possible. he would call a spade a spade. 
marital sex. The pope tells us it is You see, | work and don’t have Under the dog leg of truth on the 
a “no-no,” the high schools tell as much time as Mr. Gordon bark of reality, only the Rest 
us it is “sexual intercourse,” the apparently does to decry the Home will continue to: exist. 
parents tell us “not in our inadequacies of our nasal pass- Give money to Chaing Kai-shek 
suburbs,” the university tells the ages. I never saw anything as not to slipshod polemicists > 
dormies to be done by one a.m. ridiculous in my entire life!!! I Sincerely 
Dr. Mekas goes on to add, “Con- showed it to the Mrs. and she put Heinrich Gordon 
tinued normative behavior of this it perhaps better than I ever Pres. LSRH 
nature can cause, among other could when she said, “Is this . 
things, pregnancy and acute guy,” referring to Mr. Gordon, 
swelling of the mucous mem- ‘“‘the vanguard of the revolution 
brane. Tell that to Mr. Gordon. or did he just get the mezzanine 
But please, don’t print his sto- seats?” I think he’s out in the 

ries. bleachers. Hire new writers. 
Sincerely, Sincerely, 

Reverand Henry Gordon Henthreery F. Gordon 
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Since he graduated from the University of Missouri at softball and tennis. They live in the country but they are 

Rolla, Dan found opportunity for progress at St. Joe. only 90 minutes drive from big city attractions such as 

He’s Plant Engineer at St. Joe’s ultra-modern Fletcher major league baseball in St. Louis. [] St. Joe has chal- 

mine. There he’s responsible for some of the most lenging opportunities for people with the ability and the 

sophisticated equipment to be found in any mine-mill drive to meet them. They are located in Southeast 

complex on earth. He works with a young, aggressive Missouri, Pennsylvania, Upper New York State and New 

team in a company that’s tops in the industry. [] Dan York City. [] You may find your challenge and your 

and his wife Carole and their two sons find life pleasant future with St. Joe. 
in Southeast Missouri. He hunts, fishes and competes in 

Producers and Marketers of Lead, Zinc, Zinc 
Oxide, Iron Ore Pellets, Iron Oxide, Agricultural 
Limestone, Cadmium, Copper Concentrates, Sil- 
ver and Sulphuric Acid. 

ST. JOSEPH LEAD CO., 250 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017 

ss-300 
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The University of Wisconsin 

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING | ENGINEERING FRESHMAN OFFICE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 53706 ROOM 22, BLDG. T-24 

262-2473, AREA CODE 608 

February 23, 1970 

TO THE MEN OF TRIANGLE FRATERNITY 

& A GROUP OF INDUSTRIES 

AN OPEN LETTER OF THANKS 

FOR THE 3rd ANNUAL 

ENGINEERING FRESHMAN HONORS AWARDS BANQUET 

The third annual Engineering Freshman Honors Awards Banquet, held at 
the Cuba Club on February 21, was again an outstanding success. Most 
of the planning, financing, and executing was done by the men of 
Triangle Fraternity. The effort required of those of us in the 
Engineering Freshman Office was very small. 

Our congratulations go to the freshmen who earned the award. Our 
thanks go to the men of Triangle, and especially to Mike Langley, 
the Awards Banquet Chairman, for a job well done. We thank Madison's 
Mayor William Dyke for his welcome words of wisdom. Our thanks also 
go to the following companies, and their generous financial support: 
AC Electronics, Allen-Bradley Company, American Can Company, Charmin 
Paper Products, Falk Corporation, General Telephone of Wisconsin, 

Gisholt Machine Company, Johnson Service Company, Kimberly Clark 

Corporation, Marathon Electric Company, The Trane Company, Waukesha 
Motors, Wisconsin Electric Power Company, and the Wisconsin Telephone 
Company division of the Bell System. 

What has become an Engineering Freshman Office tradition is the 
result of the efforts of our friends, and we are grateful. 

Sincerely, 

Kurt F. Wendt, Dean 

Fred O. Leidel, Assistant Dean 

oe 
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Solid Waste Di I 

in Madi 

(Editor’s Note: Dana Yarger, a senior Civil 

Engineering student, wrote the following report as 
a concerned environmentalist and as a member of 
Engineers and Scientists for Social Responsibilily. 
This report is one of a comprehensive set compiled 
by E.S.S.R. on the quality of Madison’s environ- 
ment.) 

al action is needed to protect our valuable resour- 

By Dana Yarger ces.” 
Solid waste disposal is a prime contributor to all 

To many Americans solid waste disposal is other types of pollution. When refuse is burned in 

merely taking out the garbage. Whatever happens an open dump, solid waste disposal becomes air 

next is of no concern. The disposal process isn’t a pollution. When solid wastes are deposited too near 
magic disappearing act, but, in reality, is moving natural water or even in swamps and marshland, 

the unwanted material from your home to some- water pollution results. About 6 o’clock in the 

one else’s land. morning you probably have noticed the noise 

The disposal of solid wastes — garbage, refuse, pollution associated with the collection of solid 
and salvageable material — has not received much wastes. Solid wastes and litter also contribute to 

public attention because Madison has been relative- “‘sight”” pollution: man’s contrived “uglification” 
ly successful in hiding solid wastes from public of the landscape. 

view. We are aware of water pollution by the Madison’s Solid Waste Production 

appalling “acum slick”? on Madison’s lakes from Figures obtained from the City Engineer’s office 

excessive algae growth. Although Madison’s air is indicate that Madison is well above the national 
circulated by a relatively pollution free westerly average in solid waste production. Madison pro- 
wind, no one can help but notice the smoke from duced 150,000 tons of refuse in 1969, an increase 

Madison’s many sky-sewers. Public awareness of of 10% over 1968. Less than 50% of this refuse was 
solid waste pollution, however, is at a low level; collected and disposed of by the city; the rest was 

after all, no one goes for a picnic ina dump. The disposed in city landfills by commercial haulers. 

solid waste disposal problem surfaces only when The average citizen of Madison is responsible for 
we run out of people willing to let us bury our nearly 60% more solid waste than the average 

solid wastes on their land. urban American. This high level of waste produc- 
Increasing population and living standards only — tion is, at least partially, due to the exceptionally 

intensify the present solid waste disposal problem high standard of living enjoyed by Madisonians, 

and the related problems of air and water pollu- but it would be even higher if Madison had 

tion. A Department of Natural Resources publica- industry proportionate to the average municipality 

tion states that “the problems of waste disposal of 170,000 persons. 
endanger the public health, safety and welfare, The approximate composition of the solid waste 

create public nuisances, result in scenic blight and produced in Madison is tabulated below in volume 

adversely affect land values ...Immediate remedi- percent. About 75% of the waste is combustible. 
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Composition of Solid Wastes nation. There can be up to a 50% reduction in 

Material Volume Percent refuse volume by milling and subsequent com- 
Food wastes 15.3 pacting in a landfill. 

Garden wastes 13.8 A comparison of milled and unmilled refuse 

Paper 42.2 indicates conclusively that the milled product is 
Plastics, rubber 1.8 more acceptable. Along with the reduction in 
Textiles 1.6 volume, milled refuse is more stable, and has less 

Wood 1.1 blowing of paper, few health hazards and less odor 

Metals 6.7 nuisance. 
Glass, ceramics 10.1 Handling Costs 
Rocks, dirt, ash 72 For solid waste collection and disposal, U.S. 

(U.S. Public Health Service, Nov. 1968, Madison cities spend $4.5 billion annually, an expenditure 
Residential Refuse) surpassed only by that for education and roads. 

Although not included in the above figures, (U.S. News & World Report, September 8, 1968) 
another source of solid waste is the junked These costs will increase as an increasing popula- 
automobile. This problem is handled in Madison tion quickly exhausts local landfill sites and urban 
entirely by commercial salvage dealers. Nationwide expansion forces the hauling of solid wastes to 
the auto salvage industry took in 9,000,000 cars more distant sites. Collection and transportation 
and trucks in 1968 for a gross income of $5 billion. costs will assume a greater portion of the total 

Nationwide the per capita generation of solid costs of solid waste disposal. 
wastes increases by 2% each year. (Healing, Piping Through property taxes, Madison residents 
& ir Conditioning, March, 1968) Part of this annually pay $2.7 million for refuse collection and 
increase is due to practices in the packaging disposal. This expenditure does not include addi- 
industry. Many grocery items are ‘‘individually tional amounts paid to commercial haulers by 
wrapped” which ultimately means wrapped two or many businesses, the Dutch Elm disease control 
three times. Also much of today’s “throw away” program, snow removal and disposal, weed harvest- 
packaging, such as plastic bottles, aluminum cans_ ing in the lakes, and other solid waste programs. 
and glass jars, is practically indestructable. Adver- Madison employs about 90 men who use 40 trucks 
tisers tell us it’s convenient to “throw it away” but during a five-day week for municipal refuse collect- 
never say where “away” is located. ion and disposal. 

A comparison of the costs and volume reduc- 
Methods of Handling Solid Wastes tion for milling and incineration as compared with 

At present there are three basic operational no pre-treatment is given in the following table. 
pre-treatments for solid wastes — composting, Collection costs, an additional $16 per ton, are 
incineration, and milling — but the residue from assumed equal for each method. 
each process must eventually be dumped some- (none saa isle: 
where. Composting, which is widely used in Eu- Bi sce reagent ee — 
rope, is a method of producing organic fertilizers Fe en BE. ne ie toe ar 
from the refuse after removing inorganic materials. 
Incineration is simply the burning of all combus- Possible Uses of Refuse 
tible materials in specially designed furnaces to As cities are forced to use more expensive solid 
minimize air pollution, The ash and remaining waste disposal methods, reuse and recycling refuse 
non-combustibles then require disposal. Milling is becomes more economical. Dr. Barry Commoner 
the shredding of all refuse to reduce its volume. points out (Time, Feb. 2, 1970) that there could 
The end-product of each process, which then be a profit in reuse: “Paper, glass, and scrap copper 
requires disposal, has been changed in composition have long been re-used. Fly ash can be recaptured 
and, most important, reduced in volume. Ordinar- and pressed into building blocks; reclaimed sulfur 
ily this end product is buried in what are known as dioxide could ease the global sulfur shortage.” The 
sanitary landfill sites. The reduction in volume of heat from the burning of refuse could generate 
the solid wastes increases the effective life of the 10% of the nation’s electricity. 
landfill site. The University’s Forest Products Laboratory 

Madison until recently avoided any pre-treat- has produced a high grade bond paper from 
ment and merely dumped, compacted, and covered Secondary fibers taken from milled refuse. The city 
the refuse in one of the three sanitary landfill sites is presently conducting a clean newsprint collec- 
in the city. This type of disposal is the least tion on the east side. Clean newsprint has a salvage 
expensive. Presently Madison is operating a pilot value of $25 a ton. There are numerous other 
milling plant supported by $185,000 of city funds Possibilities for reuse. For example, if 170,000 
and $370,000 from a federal research grant. aluminum cans, (ie., one per Madisonian), were 
Known as the Heil-Gondard mill, the plant is being collected per day at a salvage value of $200 a ton, 
observed closely by municipalities throughout the — the annual gross return would be $600,000. 
10 WISCONSIN ENGINEER



Long Term Solutions revenue obtained by salvaging and through process- 

Madison is presently facing a short-term refuse ing of the solid waste the department could reduce 
crisis. The existing municipal landfill sites will be the net cost to the taxpayer. 

filled by 1972, and the city is desperately trying to 3. Separate collection (perhaps monthly) of 
acquire more land for a future site. The proposed cans and bottles or collection stations for them 
sites are located in the surrounding communities of should be provided by the city. 

Fitchberg, Verona, and the Town of Middleton. 4. The city should support reasonable legislation 
Despite the public relations efforts of Madison to decrease the use of throw away containers. 

officials, the residents of these adjoining areas do 5. The city should consider charging for waste 

not relish the thought of a sanitary landfill next disposal by a method similar to that for water 

door. Yet Madison must acquire one of the consumption, namely, by the amount collected. 
proposed sites or face a genuine crisis. 6. The city should provide equipment to enable 

Whatever the outcome of the immediate crisis, collection vehicles to handle Dempsey-Dumpsters 

in the long run the only solution is a drastic to facilitiate a more efficient handling of solid 

reduction in the amount of solid waste produced. waste. 
Eventually we must stop generating any solid waste 7. An additional effort should be made by the 

at all. A completely closed system must be created city to educate the public on the eventual favor- 
— a system based on total recovery and re-use. The able effect of increased property values near 
goal would be impossible to achieve on a local completed sanitary landfills. 
scale, but the impetus toward a national transition 8.A conscientious effort should be made by 

to such a system must start at the local level. local citizens to encourage beverage distributors to 

Some recommendations for immediate steps use returnable containers. 

toward a waste-free society are given below: 9. Funds should be made available to the city 
1. A conscientious effort must be made by each engineer for his continued research in solid waste 

Madison resident to reduce his personal refuse handling. 
production. 10. Professionally operated incinerators, or 

2. The collection and disposal division of the other pre-disposal treatment, should be required in 
Sanitation Department of the City of Madison apartment buildings over six units. 

should be converted into a public utility. Through [*#*] 

a eee 
reputation. Malleable can be cast close 

S Pe al G r fi to finish shape, thereby reducing or elim- 

inating machining operations. What ma- 

chining must be done can be accom- 

plished quickly because Malleable iron is 

1 j the most easily machined of all ferrous 
One of the outstanding properties metals of ooAeeae hardness. 

of Malleable Iron Castings ; 

One of the first considerations in design- which materials exceed the elastic limit. 7" , 

ing a metal part is its strength to perform Fatigue strength is the greatest stress 4 " 

a given function. which can be sustained when the load is 

In most instances, the second question applied repeatedly. As indicated by the 
is always how to provide the necessary table below, Malleable has an advantage . 

strength... at the lowest possible fin- over steel in fatigue strength and yield sas * 

ished cost. On both counts, Malleable strength when grades of identical tensile ig 

iron castings offer exceptional advan- strength are compared. W eae 

tages. Here is why: 

Malleable castings are available in two TENSILE YIELD FATIGUE 

general types (ferritic and pearlitic) and 1020 Steel 75,000 PSI 48,000 PSI 34,000 PSI This is a pearlitic Malleable iron universal 

in 9 ASTM grades that range in tensile - joint yoke for an automobile. Subjected strength from 50,000 to 100,000 Psi. _S4007 Pearle 75,000 PSI RUOREAESEOOPS! caved reveiw Ke thesher reverse 
Tensile strength figures represent the pic speeds up and slows down, these high 

load at which materials fail. Yield strength Strength and Cost — Malleable iron has strength parts have an enviable record 

and fatigue strength are among the more been described as providing more strengh for reliability and service. One automaker 

important engineering yardsticks. per dollar than any other metal. There reports no warranty claims on this part 

Yield strength represents the point at are many factors which contribute to this for the past seven years! 

MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY - UNION COMMERCE BUILDING 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115 “OW ees socte. 
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a At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft ‘ceiling and visibility unlimited”’ is not just an expression. For example, 

. the President of our parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiving an engineering 

degree. The preceding President, now Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current 

: President of P&WA started in our engineering department as an experimental engineer and moved 

g up to his present position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have one thing in common— 

. degrees in an engineering or scientific field. 

To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them 

the equipment and facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate educa- 

tion opportunities. Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep 
them reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when 

they do manage it. 

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL ¢« AERONAUTICAL « ELECTRICAL « 

CHEMICAL « CIVIL ¢ MARINE ¢ INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING e PHYSICS « CHEMISTRY e METAL- 

LURGY e MATERIALS SCIENCE e« CERAMICS e« MATHEMATICS ¢ STATISTICS « COMPUTER 

SCIENCE e ENGINEERING SCIENCE e ENGINEERING MECHANICS. 

Consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108. 

CAVU* might also mean full utilization of your technical skills through a wide range of challenging 

programs which include jet engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas turbines for 

industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial 

uses, and other advanced systems. 

EW . . U 

fl. 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 2 ewe err cononson 
N “Beg EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT - 
<< Sy Ong WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA ‘An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Progress Report: a 

ROY JOHNSON to schedule a convenient time throughout April 
Despite the fact that April 22, 1970 also and May. The habitat management you can provide 

happens to be Lenin’s 100th birthday, the Engi- is sorely needed to keep the East Marsh open to 
neering Environmental Committee, headed by wetland wildlife. 
senior Civil Engineering student Bill Lauzon, is Engineers and Scientists for Social Responsi- 
making final preparations for a comprehensive E bility (ESSR) and Students To End Pollution 
Day program. Besides a number of static and (STEP) are sponsoring a parade of low pollution 
dynamic environmental exhibits at Gordon Com- transportation starting at 2 p.m. April 21 at the 
mons, a triple barreled series of discussions will be UW Library Mall. Everyone is urged to participate 
held in the Engineering Building until 4:30 Tues- in the parade of steam and electric cars, bicycles, 
day, April 21 and until 10:00 p.m., Wednesday horses, stilts, roller skates, etc. The parade will 
April 22. Discussions will not only touch on the Move east on State Street to the Square and return 

Engineering aspects of pollution but the sociologi- by the way of Langdon Street. 
cal and biological problems as well. The object is to Environmental Art will be on exhibit during the 
educate and inform as many citizens who are week of April 17-26 at campus and community 
willing to attend. centers. Exhibit hours are 4-9 p.m. Fridays, 12-5 

Senators Gaylord Nelson and Mike Gravel (R- P-m. Saturdays and Sundays, 7-9 p.m. Monday- 
Alaska) and Boyd Gibbons from the President’s Thursday, and 11-9 p.m. on E Day. Catalogs will 
Council of Environmental Advisers will be the be available at the Memorial Union in the Play 
featured speakers at the E Day Eve Rally to be Circle Lobby. Conservation groups, paper and 
held at the UW Stock Pavilion on Tuesday night, POwer companies will have displays in the base- 
April 21 at 8 p.m. In addition, the Oz rock band ment of Gordon Commons; medical aspects of 
and an environmental light show will provide environmental problems will be on exhibit in the 
entertainment. The rally will be broadcast live on lobby showcase of McArdle Laboratory; the De- 
WHA-TV. Tickets are available at the Union Box partment of Landscape Architecture, Room 25 Ag 
Office for $1 or call 262-1582 for bulk orders. Hall, will explain plans for an) Environmental | 

Enthusiastic environmentalists are needed to -A\Wareness Center and a Madison. transportation 
work on the East Marsh habitat of the UW system. 

\rboreftum. Whether or not you can provide you! 

own tools, call the Arboretum office at 262-2744 PROS] 
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When Union Carbide’s Polyox resin is pumped out the bow ofa boat, 
The boat on the left friction resistance between the water and boat is greatly reduced. 

1S riding on water. And the boat blurs ahead at record speed. With less than record 
Th q effort. 

ne boat on the right It works so well, as a matter of fact, international yachting and row- 

1S ridingon Polyox. ing competition rules politely call Polyox only one thing. Patently 
illegal. Totally contrary to purity of sport and all that. 

On the other hand, Polyox is the latest wrinkle in maritime tech- 
nology. The newest way to get bursts of speed out of ships like ice 
breakers and rescue boats. Maybe the best way. 

We’re looking in a thousand different Polyox directions at once. 
How about the “slippery water” theory for getting water into a 

burning house faster? 
Or pushing concrete up a hose that’s 12 floors high? Or pumping 

more water through an irrigation system? Or making a two-foot sewer 
pipe do the work of a three-foot pipe? 

Or ; - ini 1 i) COVERY COMPANY Polyox resinis one discoveryonthe [P'T:}pyay TE DScove 
verge of becoming 10,000 discoveries. 

a F . g o 

- i oe | 4 - ge . A S 4 ay % i 

i= fry *f % 

Crh Oe —- sf : y D 

ll az a fy 

. 

rd 
For further information on our activities, write Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017. An equal opportunity employer. 
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The Changing Criteria ging teria for 

Optimizing Engineerin esigns ptimizing Engl g Desig 

Editor’s Note: Our thanks to The Society of Automotive Engineers for their permission to 

publish this article by Professor Myers, 1969 SAE President. 

PROF. P. S. MYERS logarithmic coordinates are used. Also verify my extrapola- 

Engineers are accustomed to changing conditions. New tion the curve to the year 2000 — just around the 
materials are constantly being developed and the engineer . 
must be aware of them and of their capabilities. New Fig. 2 shows the range of population density found on 
manufacturing techniques and processes are continually the earth at the present time. It is interesting to note that 
being evolved and if the engineer’s product is to be the United States is relatively thinly populated. Note 
competitive in cost, he must continually update his Particularly the value of 10 and 100 persons per hectare 
information on these techniques and processes. Changes in Since I will refer to these values later on. Table 1 explores 
the marketplace occur with equal rapidity and, again, the another dimension of the changing population trends. It 
successful engineer must be cognizant of the effects of shows the dates when we will reach a population density of 
these changes on his product. Thus, in spite of the 10 and 100 people per hectare. Many people feel these data 
conservatism usually ascribed to the engineer, he is familiar indicate the need for drastic birth rate reductions. Unques- 
with and accustomed to change as a way of life. tionably, the future society will be highly urbanized with 

However, the engineer is normally more sensitive to affic and waste disposal problems, living limitations 
changes in physical conditions and parameters, such as  Sociated with higher population densities, increased lei- 
materials, processes, etc., than he is to sociological, politi. Sure time but decreased recreational space, ete. 
cal, and humanistic changes. He is typically more “thing __ | think it’s clear that increasing population density, even 
oriented” than “people oriented.” However, the sociologi- if not maintained at presently projected rates, will vitally 
cal, political, and humanistic changes taking place from  @ffect the criteria for optimizing engineering design. 
now on may have more significance in determining what is NATURAL WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES — The 
or what is not an optimum design than do changes in earth is basically a closed system with waste disposal 
materials, processes, and technology. Thus, I want to point facilities very clearly limited. There is increasing evidence 
out some of these other-than-technical changes | think are that the United States and other industrialized nations are 
taking place today and to discuss how they may affect the already straining the limits of the “free” waste disposal 
optimum engineering design. facilities of the atmosphere. 

Four such changes seem to me to be especially signifi- 
cant: 10,000 1,000 

- The growth in population and changing trends in Ld 
population growth will have a profound effect. x 5,000 500 

- Important also is the increasing evidence that industri- & 

alized nations are already straining the limits of the s 2,000|— 4 2008 

“free” waste disposal facilities of the atmosphere. | | g 
- The changing attitude of people, particularly young Ye 1,000 IN too 

people, will be of increasing significance. KR gS i | /| Qa 
- The continued changes in living standards, will have se 800 | ONE HECTARE Io — 50 & 

even more bearing on optimization of designs in the ee 25 ACRES OR SAY |/ Q 
future than in the past. s Ss 5 CITY BLOCKS } YH 

Many other factors in this area of interaction between Rg 200 a Hs zo e 
man and his environment will influence optimization of S$ al _| P| \le x 
design in the years immediately ahead. But I shall review as Bal S 
only these four as a bricf prelude to presenting my specific g sot | 3 5 W 
thoughts about how these factors will bring about the 4 | a 
significant changess that | expect to occur. | & 

POPULATION CHANGE EFFECTS — The data on s 20 Y —— 2 
population growth (1) shown in Figs. 1 and 2 clearly RK BC) z 
establish, | think, that we cannot indefinitely maintain the 1o% 3. 2. 4 o. | 2! 

present rate of population growth. Fig. | shows that world TIME - Thousands of Years 
population is increasing at a dramatic rate. Note particular- . . 
ly the increase in absolute value of the population since Fig. 1 — Population Growth * 
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For example, Table 2 indicates the order of manitude of Approx. 2.5 Acres or Five. Lots of 5 Acre Each 
the energy that is to be rejected into streams from 05 01 02 08 If 2 8 10 20 50 100 200 800 1000 
powerplants (2). Powerplants are estimated to cause about USSR, 1959. 

70% of all thermal water pollution today. GRRE Unrred states , 1959 
Yes, we are indeed already straining, or exceeding, the g WE) FRance.1750 : 

capabilities of our natural waste disposal system. What will ©) RNIN MAINLAND cHINA.1957 
be the situation in another 20 or 100 years when our 2 EE FRANCE. 1959 
population has doubled or tripled? Certainly these changes 3 . vanepoul jest 
will affect criteria for optimizing engineering designs. SE ewreD : , 

MATERIALS AND SHORTAGES — Another fact that | RE west cermany, 1959 
will influence optimizing designs is that the materials which BELGIUM ond NETHERLANDS, 1959 
can be recovered by known methods at reasonable costs are LONDON, 1956 

limited in amount. For example, imports today supply 75% WBE wastincton 0.c., 950K 
of the United States’ needs for 20 different metal commod- HERBEParis. 1959. buit-up oreo SD 
ne A the same — in ee une men States Ee g EE New YorK, 1950 

e production o out of the 54 mineral commodities . Panis ipo! ‘vit: 
for which world production is shown by the Bureau of — ea aa iiocna. cone Son ‘ 
Mines. Thus, while we are not in critical supply of a large md (Snes : oy 
number of materials, it is certain that many materials will Le ERE Paris.i4 contr a 
become increasingly scarcer in the future and that this bb EEE Paris.1959, densest orc I x 
trend will be hastened by the population increases previous- Fic. 2—P h 
ly mentioned. Future engineering designs, more so than in ig 2 Persons per-hectare 
the past, will be faced with material shortages and higher material things and the activities involved in producing 8 
costs for available materials. them provide the satisfactions I want out of life? 

ATTITUDES TOWARD MATERIAL THINGS — Rather In my own contact with college youth, I observe that 

subtle changes of attitudes will also have an influence. One they simply assume that their basic material wants will be 

of these is the attitude of people, particularly youth, met and, having made this assumption, proceed on to other 
toward material things. Arnold Toynbee, the famous matters that then become more important — civil rights, the 

historian, has come to the conclusion that in the United Vietnam War, urban problems, poverty, etc. The situation is 
States and Western Europe young people are a bit saturated somewhat analogous to your automobile. Some of us 

with technology. To paraphrase the point, the youth are untrustworthy people past 30 can remember back when the 
saying — who wants more material things: Do these Continued on Page 20 

TABLE 1— GROWTH RATES AND POPULATION DENSITIES 
(At which, according to these rates, population density 

will reach 10 and 100 inhabitants per hectare) 

Date (A.D.) Date (A.D.) 
No. of Years Density Density 

in which the Reaches 10 Reaches 100 
Population Persons per Persons per 

Growth Rate and Date Doubles Hectare Hectare 

Average of 6 children per family 
(natural-birthivate): jsccs 2 wes ween 6 cae wrt s comme ocean 120 2050 2110 

Average of 4 children per family .................2... 31 2105 2190 

Average of 3 children per family ...................-. 65 2235 2420 

Present world view (average 

Ny pothesis) co « cas ¢ ac8.¢ § dow 4 2S So ae oe eee ee AO 2150 2270 

Present rate in mainland China 
(T95321958) aso sesci 6 orcs was ¥ coe w nae a oe eee BF 2135 2240 

Present rate in United States 
(1950-1958) oss wae « mewn 4 oon y Swoon eeu twee eee «= 47 2180 2320 

Present rate in France 
(1955-1959) 2. eee eee eee 105 2370 2715 

MARCH, 1970 7
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ing for the conditions that existed then. This does not 
prove, however, that it is good engineering for today’s 

TABLE 2 — ESTIMATE OF HEAT WASTED TO changed conditions. For example, is an almost indestruc- 
RIVERS BY POWERPLANTS tible container the optimum engineering design taking into 

account waste disposal problems? Is an automobile design- 
Electrical Energy Heat to be Rejected ed with no thought of potential recovery and reuse of its 

Year Required, billion kWh* to Rivers, billion Btu** | materials, the optimum engineering design for today’s 
conditions? Which is the most optimum engineering design 

1958 728 1,164,000 — a nuclear power-plant producing no air pollution, but 
1980 2161 3,458,000 rejecting about 40% more heat into our waters or a 
2000 4463 7,140,00 coal-fired powerplant producing minimum possible air 

pollution and less thermal pollution? Should we be using 
waste heat from our powerplants to warm water in which 

¥ oti oe we can grow food or to heat our houses? In view of our 
Estimate of U.S. Federal Power Commission, waste disposal problems, I do not think any future 

**Assuming: Steam plants generate 80% of power engineering design can be considered optimum unless it 
needed; 5000 Btu of energy will be does consider the life-to-death history of the product. 
rejected for each kWh generated; and 

rivers will provide 40% of the cooling MORE EFFICIENT ENGINEERING — The second 
waterineeded. major change that must occur in optimizing engineering 

design is more efficient engineering, that is, making less 
material and/or energy do a lot more work. To an engineer 
this is just “doing what comes naturally.” My only point is 

: that the engineer is going to have to emphasize and 
Continiied from PRage:t7 re-emphasize this point and accomplish it both naturally 

and unnaturally. Take the area of communications, for 
number of miles between a valve grinding job or a reringing example. Currently, the majority of our voice communica- 
job was an important parameter in our choice of an tions are via a copper wire. The scarcity and increased cost 
automobile. However, now most of us simply assume that of copper is well documented. Must we not make more 
the car is satisfactory from a mechanical standpoint and efficient use of our copper, or better yet, find some way to 
tend to concentrate on the remaining items — style, color, satisfy our communication needs without using copper. 

design, performance, etc. The acceptance of material things Table 3 shows efforts and progress made in this direction. 
and their performance as a matter of course cannot help The first four techniques shown in Table 3 are used today. 

but have an effect on future engineering designs. All except the fourth require a copper line. The last. three 
seca techniques are experimental in nature. Both the techniques 

< EPPECT OF ELVING STANDARDS CHANGES ~. being used and the techniques being proposed show the 
Continued change in living standards, a direct result of trend toward more efficient use of materials. The same 

engineering efforts, will coincidentally affect the future trend can be observed in communication receivers, that is, 
optimization of those efforts. T.V. and radio sets. We started out first with the rather 

tn on ss stg ns ens Ete thr ply vam abe gradu 0 the tan, nd ar 
hopefully. will continue to do so in the future. Simulta- se nde ee the integrated TSUah CORCED Rs Bs 
neously, the leisure time available has also increased This we find more efficient ue of material. 
rrereasel leisure and the wherewithal to enjo’ iff have There 48 some gusifion in my mind, though, as to already. had @ noticeable affect bork a y - whether or not we have managed the same efficiency 
b caly fa q noticeable Slicct UPON. DO) © products increases in the transportation field; do the trains, cars, and 
eing designed and the design itself. 5 planes use a decreased amount of material per passenger 

today? It might be argued that planes, because of their 
EFFECT OF THESE CHANGED much higher speed, represent a more efficient use of 
CONDITIONS ON ENGINEERING DESIGNS material. Should we really be taking a different approach 

The effect of these changed conditions on engineering anyway, and assume that with increased population den- 
design will be many, varied, and often indirect. Let uslook sities transportation of the voice and image will be more 
at what | think will be some of the changes that will occur. pista ian zane. “ the person and that all 

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE DESIGNING — The first major business conferences will be by picture-phone? In any 
change in optimizing engineering design that I expect to event, I am certain the final solution will involve less 
occur is what I would call the “cradle-to-grave” approach. material doing the same or a better job — that is, more 
In the past, engineering designs have been primarily (and efficient engineering. 
correctly) concerned with the “birth” of the product. Raw Likewise in the field of thermal pollution, we need to 
materials were plentiful and relatively inexpensive. Disposal consider pany better engineering es For arenes, 
of the waste material produced during birth was not a I! understand Long Island Lighting Co. in New York is 
major problem. Neither was the disposal of the packaging selling heated water to help the growth of oysters. Do we 
of the product or of the “body” when its usefulness was know enough about the ecology of our water sources to 

ended. Thus, the engineer quite properly optimized his “engineer” a better solution to the thermal pollution 
design for these conditions and supplied the consumer with problem? In view of our thermal pollution problems is an 
a product made primarily from new materials at the all electric home the “best” engineering solution to an 
minimum possible “delivery” cost; this was good engineer- environmental control problem? 

20 WISCONSIN ENGINEER



TABLE 3 — TRANSMISSION FACILITIES 

Transmission Maximum Frequency Voice Circuits Maximum Voice 
Method Used per System Circuits per Route 

1. Carrier on 
PaIEACABIE = ses 5s sans «eam so oes x eee pews & 260 kHz 12-24 1,200-2,000 

2. Digital on 
paired.cable: . nu... 5 cone + eqs «00s Fela FES GB 1.5 mHz 24 4,800 

3. Carrier on 2.7 mHz 600 1,800 

coaxial cable... 0... cece eee eee eee 8.3 1860 5,580 
18.0 3600 32,900 

4. Carrier on 4.2 gHz 600 3,000 

microwave radio... 2.0... cece ee eee eee 6.4 1800 14,000 
11.7 100 400 

Bis Satellite? ccvcses «suse ee cssee o anesee meme oe came a aces 30 gHz 1500 20,000 

6. Millimeter 
WAVE QUID faa scree 2 es 6 ome 6 omy Seren & wos 100 gHz 5000 250,000 

7. Optical guide 

laser oo eee cece eee e eee eeeeees+ 1,000,000 gHz ? 10,000,000 

DESIGNER-SOCIETY INTERACTIONS — The third dynamics (34), machine design (76), mechanics (20), 

major change in optimizing engineering design is increased chemistry (8), and humanities (6). The summary statements 

interaction between the designer and his design and society of this study are “engineers seem to have relatively little 

(government). You may properly question whether or not human relations interest... nor are many engineers cultur- 

this is optimization, but I do not think you can realistically al enthusiasts . . . social science interest is seldom high.” 

question whether or not it will occur and increase. As our The engineer in his usual forthright manner admits his 

population density increases, the necessity for group action lack of interest in society and its problems. For example, a 

in judgment and decision increases. It seems certain that recent survey conducted by the editors of Machine Design 

this interaction will increase. (5) produced the self-ratings as shown in Tables 4 and 5. A 
similar study among Purdue engineering alumni, by Profess- 
or Le Bold reportedly produced comparable results. 

EFFECTS OF THESE CHANGING DESIGN CONDITIONS 

ON THE ENGINEER AND HIS WORK 

The changes in design conditions mentioned above will TABLE 4 — STRONG CATEGORY 

inevitably call for different and additional skills on the part 

of the design engineer. Let us look at how these changes Characteristic Rating (40 maximum) 

may affect the engineer and his work. 
HUMAN RELATIONS AWARENESS — If the engineer Technical Ability ................ 40 

optimizes his design for these new conditions, he must be . 

increasingly aware of the social effects and responsibilities Desire to Excel ..........-++..-+.20 
of his work, and of the inevitability of the interaction : 

. : Persistence .......... 0.000 e eee ee 1B 
between the engineer and society (government). I am sure 

that any engineer who has been involved with safety or Honest and Readiness .............11 

pollution over the past several years recognizes this inter- 
action! Cooperation, Logicalness 

This changed situation will call for a changed attitude on and Calm Temper ...........-.. 8 

the part of the engineer. For example, a study by Harrison, 

Hunt, and Jackson of the “Profile of a Mechanical Creativeness ...........-.-.......5 

Engineer” (4) found that the favorite college subjects of the 
engineers studied were math (79), physics (34), thermo- 
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To emphasize this section of the paper, governmental 
activity and regulations have recently increased dramati- 
cally in the fields of safety and pollution. Is there a TABLE 5 — WEAK CATEGORY fundamental incompatibility in these fields between social 

was ‘ “ and engineering needs that has resulted in this regulation? Characteristic Rating (40 maximum) Or was it a partial failure on the part of the engineer to Ability to Communicate ...........28 sense and anticipate human needs almost before the 
individual himself was aware of them and then a further 

Drive oo. eee eee cece eee eee. 18 failure on the part of the engineer to articulate in simple 
understandable terms the problem and what he was doing 

Social Amenities .................16 about it? 

Culture (attributed to limited educa- 
tion in humanities and arts) .......14 

ivi sence 8 8 zs = 8 ese Creativity .............0.0. 10 be 3 § : ¢ s : i 8 pat fi 

Community Interests ..............10 one eee as . 

Keeping up with Current | | i 
Knowledge....................3 Ws t ; 

De ele 
i PHYSICAL SCIENCES 

| | 
The engineer is in a unique position to play a major role | i 

in solving the problems of society, for almost all of these 
problems involve technology and economics. Yet, at the 
same time he is being asked to lead in sociological and 
political areas in which he has little or no formal training i 
and not very much interest. Similarly, he is being asked to BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES ! engage in pursuits which are in conflict with his private ; | | . | 1) 
interests and tastes and which, in the past, have not | | ho 
contributed to his professional standing and success. The i mle i { s I 
reluctance of engineers to lead in these areas is understand- i ‘T SOCIAL STUDIES an" 

able! 
l | | | In defense of the engineer, literary intellectuals have not it ' | a7 i ; a been any more enthusiastic about learning engineering than inointl 8 alla doi allal abliall afl g engineers have been about learning outside their field. EB FREE ELECTIVES Cirestricteo 

According to C.P. Snow, above all, literary intellectuals 
alk a idea fi ei n sake, they need to know . . Eat Bias {hai ter thelr ow nak asd most’ of tha Fig. 3 — Fields of study covered by various curricula 

scientists already know about art. One must conclude that 
all of us are deficient in overall knowledge — it is simply a 
question of what areas are we deficient in. This point is 
illustrated in Fig. 3 which presents an analysis of the th POLITICAL ime The second effect that different fields of studies covered by different curricula. © engineer Is going to notice iS es require involvement in The lack of training of almost everyone in the biological politics, and governmental decisions. Some annum uu” fields is immediately evident. The concentration of physical YOlvement by engineers Js absolutely necessary and inevit- science curricula on the physical sciences and of the social *!¢ — only the engineer has the technological and sciences curricula on the social sciences is also very evident. °Conomic knowledge necessary to solve the problems. In addition, I am egotistical enough to think that engineers However, it does no good to argue about who is have a contribution to make in their own right and would “educated” and who is “uneducated” or who is “uncouth” be contributing members in finding a solution to the and who is “‘couth.” The cold hard facts are that in the problems of society even without their special skills. In future world, if the engineer is to optimize his design, he is addition to this, because of the increased interaction going to have to be more aware of and alert to the social between the engineering design and society, | think that and sociological implications of his new design. He can do company attitudes towards participation of engineers in this only if he has knowledge in these fields. society’s decisions will change from a “hands off” or In addition, the engineer can no longer afford the neutral attitude to encouraging and almost requiring partici- “luxury” of not being able to communicate with individu- pation. It is not accidental that so many lawyers participate als who do not have technical training. Every engineer in in government — it advances their careers to do so. This has the future must be an educator! Who besides an articulate not been true of engineering in the past, but I think it will engineer, having a human relations awareness, can convey be so in the future. The optimum engineering design will to a typical nontechnically trained governmental body, the have to consider, more than ever, the sociological and engineering information essential to reaching a wise de- political implications as well as the engineering implica- cision? tions. 
29 WISCONSIN ENGINEER



PREPARING FOR CHANGE 

1 hope that by now I have; convinced you that, like it or RA. aa Pit, Re fp RE 

not, the criteria for optimizing an engineering design are Bee ded Ba, Be eS Me 

changing and that you will need new and additional skills. 2 yy Naat Cy oe bare 

It goes without saying that these new skills must not be Posse ry Bt phe heat 

acquired at the expense of the traditional engineering and Keo ” yes Seat 5 mcg PA ere 

economic skills. Acquiring these new skills, some of which is glass Be bay Oe (oe Aas, 

" pie 4 ei ‘ Yi Wen een ae Uae Cs ON ag fe baa 

will seem foreign, will not be easy and will require both Neonat Pi rced Raw bSe 

initial and continuing education in the new fields, as well as oy psee Bee fs ed | eee 

in the traditional fields for engineers. However, the engineer eg Pas Wa4 Cre Kd 
* ae >. vA i uA oi. te 

is already rising to this challenge. For example, Walter a . Oe ROT sy cs PA en 4 

Rosenblith, chairman of the M.LT. Faculty says, “I expect Cot | fl PN AA AS gtaate. 
set) | J sede VACUITY SEY Sy <P wae Cy Ue) Ws ees 

that fewer and fewer of the engineering graduates will be =e wie : = 

willing to work on problems with little or no social : 

relevance. They will ask, ‘What is this highway going to do 

to people?’ rather than merely, ‘How do we design it?” Our - 

students are gaining a consciousness of _ their ao tepmarda 

ability to affect man’s environment, and they will be - oe 

looking forward for ways to use their skills towards this a 

end.” As I pointed out to you earlier, today’s students Ps : 

assume (you and I are perhaps less certain of the correct- € y 

ness of their assumption) that a reasonable living standard 5 

will be theirs and they are truly concerned with other and i re : 

additional problems. | Pe 

If the engineer is going to truly optimize his design in | ales el 

the future, he is going to have to be more of a decision j 

maker and less of a hired hand. To quote Douglas Brown, 

an economist and Dean of the Faculty at Princeton, “To 

perform this function in the implementation of the vastly . 

expanding science in an anxious world, the engineering -..a new manual featuring the latest 

profession must enlarge its concept of its role. It must method for the structural design of 

throw away the last vestiges of its evolution from a craft Full-Depth°(TA) Deep-Strength® 

and take on the full responsibilities of a learned profession. 

The central attribute of a learned profession is responsibil- Asphalt pavements. 

ity, not for a segmented detail of the problem, but for an Fut Depth iM) Deep Strengti Asphalt eonsttuction employs 
oes : . : . asphalt mixtures for all courses above the subgrade or improved 

effective solution of this total problent: Thus means that for subgrade and the Asphalt base is laid directly on the prepared 

the profession of ENginserings the days are past when each — subgrade. The thickness of Full-Depth Asphalt pavement is mathe- 

specialist can withdraw into his specialty and become a matically calculated in accordance with traffic requirements and 

servant of someone else’s grand design. Rather, the profes- Suet Cates cS mek 

iong ‘nee: 2 initiative in helping to ust off the press, this new manual, NESS DESIGN—FULL- 

sional ale THER mathe t i eee aeeeing ug. DEPTH ASPHALT PAVEMENT STRUCTURES FOR HIGHWAYS AND 
solve problems which in the past have been shrugge 4S STREETS, is published for engineers who determine thickness re- 
political, economic, social, or headaches for business and quirements for asphalt pavement structures. It also is a useful text 

government.” Can the engineer measure up to this chal- for instruction of students in highway engineering. Methods are 

lenge? I think he can. Some engineers are already meeting presented fer cya tating the factors that should be considered in 

: f F e overall thickness design of an Asphalt pavement structure. It 

this challenge. Some of the younger engineers (especially includes such important topics as traffic evaluation, subgrade soil 
students) must meet this challenge if we are to solve our — evaluation, total thickness and layer thickness determination, com- 

problems of war, waste, famine, and poverty. paction, drainage and environmental effects. 
Incorporated in this latest Asphalt pavement design system are 

setkeek solutions made from extensive third-generation computer analyses 

[ ] using new information from continuing laboratory studies and 
field tests in several states and Canada. 

For your free copy, mail the coupon below. 

The Asphalt Institute 
_— , Engineering + Research + Education 
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When you're breaking ground on a new idea at Delco, you don't see a lot of your own desk. For Bob Byse, design engineering means work with two dozen solid 
professionals ... people whose specialties range from microelectronics 
to model making to production. Wherever the project leads, Bob Byse is on his way. 
And every skill is at his disposal. Right through full production. 
And beyond. If there’s trouble shooting under dealer warranty three years from now, 
Bob Byse is still the man we'll call for. That's why no two Mondays 
ever look alike to Bob Byse and his colleagues at Delco. 
The question is... can you say the same? Take a good hard look at how your 
responsibility shapes up, compared with Bob's. In fact, why not discuss it with us. 
By letter or telephone. Collect. Area Code 317/459-2808. 
Contact: Mr. C. D. Longshore, Supervisor, Salaried Employment, 
Dept. 300, Delco Radio Division of General Motors, Kokomo, Indiana. 

DELCO AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS. 

R A D 10 KOKOMO, INDIANA 

MARK OF EXCELLENCE 

oA 
WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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The problem: minimize the part the Re sid me PO ag 

internal combustion engine plays in air & iin — pee i. 

The primary goal: reduce auto exhaust oe Msg Ea 4 se eerie 

emissions dramatically through some weer a ae ae Seed ee : aiilematelisill 

simple, inexpensive but effective method, ee MR ae hr 

The solution? Five years of research 3 pe aes ae oer Wali: 

and development work by scientists, as 7 rr, ene 

engineers and technicians at Du Pont os coger” noosa OE Sm hee bee — ; aa 

have produced a non-catalytic emissions é @ i ran § a ee LN ae ae 

control device called the exhaust mani- a - oa. a ae} sneer, fll, 

fold reactor. It has achieved the best Poe? ne ce ne be 

control of auto emissions by any system EE GIN Mae, saat amma i Le 

known to date. poe ee Eee tare Mao, i So 

Mounted in place of the conventional yell Ss Se ee it 
exhaust manifold, the reactor is an insu- ae Mg ge ae 

lated outer shell with a tubular core. a ae Do re els 

Exhaust gases, mixed with injected air, _ e ere Ne Nias Aes iam ve a Wa 

are held in the high-temperature zone Sr ii Tee j rig aime” 

of the inner core until they are almost ie Pas ou, ee ea 

completely oxidized. ee igi pa coal Re 

The principle of finishing the combus- baer ee : , ee . 

tion process in the exhaust system is not ‘Viel aoe ©: Fi if, pes senna 

a new one. But what is new is the effec- ‘aye i a Me i oa . Sere 

tiveness of Du Pont's device. eo a a ee _ oe a 4 ’ 

In individual tests of up to 100,000 miles, ‘ae fa ce ‘ ee —— Bc. os Pen Sy 

emission levels have been below 30 ay re pee e i ae ye pai 

ppm hydrocarbons and 0.6% carbon as fe ii ¥3 ws Be. Re ss 

monoxide, compared with 1970 standards ee 0 ee vie “ 

of 180 ppm hydrocarbons and 1.0% carbon ss e ae ee ay i : | ra . i. sf Benes 

monoxide. And reactors now being tested Eee . ee ae ie i ane ok 

have further reduced carbon monoxide : og eee eS dae ee a be 

emissions to 0.26%. Mus, f ee er, cae a, * 

The reactor system can be adapted Aes aa wee rorogy: ae a” 

to any gasoline-burning automobile ey ; 3 a *4 age ee yy & ee. 

engine. And soon metals research bene a 3 5 au Ew 

should develop the low-cost materials Z ae a i a ae ic? ore ae Be 

needed to make the reactor economical pe eee ke 

for all new cars. Ee Pesce am EE SAE Re a 

Innovation—applying the known to ‘a . re | 

discover the unknown, inventing new | Du Pont Company, Room 7893, Wilmington, DE 198938 \ 

materials and putting them to work, 1 | 

using research and engineering to create \ Please send me the booklets checked below. \ 

the ideas and products of the future— 1 (Chemical Engineers at Du Pont I 

this is the venture Du Pont people are | [Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont { 

engaged in. ! Engineers at Du Pont / \ 

For a variety of career opportunities, ; (Accounting, Data Systems, Marketing, Production i 

and a chance to advance through many | | 

fields, talk to your Du Pont Recruiter. Nee 

Or send us the coupon. a _ _ t 
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, An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F: 
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The best engineers are far from happy with the world 
the way it is. 

The way it is, kids choke on polluted air. Streets are 
jammed by cars with no place to go. Lakes and rivers are a 
common dumping ground for debris of all kinds. 

But that’s not the way it has to be. 
Air pollution can be controlled. Better transportation ¢ 

systems can be devised. There can be an almost unlimited 
supply of clean water. 

The key is technology. Technology and the engineers 
who can make it work. 

Engineers at General Electric are already working 
on these problems. And on other problems that need to be 
solved. Disease. Hunger in the world. Crime in the streets. 

General Electric engineers don’t look for overnight 
solutions. Because there aren’t any. But with their 
training and with their imagination, they’re making 
steady progress. 

Maybe you’d like to help. Are you the kind of engineer 
who can grow in his job to make major contributions? 
The kind of engineer who can look beyond his immediate 
horizons? Who can look at what’s wrong with the world 
and see ways to correct it? 

If you are, General Electric needs you. 
The world needs you. 

An equal opportunity employer
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